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SECTION A

1. Pressure Sensors

Two approaches to the development of a miniature fiber optic pressure

sensor have been considered in this project. These comprise systems based on

interferometric techniques for the measurement of a) pressure induced

displacements of a miniature diaphram arrangement, and b) direct pressure

induced optical path length variations in pre-sensitized optical fiber sections

(coil sensor).

1.1 Diaphragm Sensor

The measurement of small pressure induced displacements in a diaphragm can

be accomplished with extremely high sensitivity utilizinq optical interfer-

ometry. Figure A.1 shows a diagram of the proposed pressure sensor, based on the

use of a fiber optic Michelson interferometer and a mrniature reflective

diaphragm arrangement. Light in one arm of the interferometer is reflected bx:.ck

towards the coupler by reflection off the rear of the ressure sersir-]".)L j .

By ensuring that the cleaved end of the sensing fiber is !orvd ,-<e to 'n'

diaphragm, a fraction of the uncollimated light emarnating f-.rm tr'e tibe, j, te
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recoupled back into the fiber core. This reflected light is guided to the

directional coupler and mixes with light which is returned in the reference arm.

By monitoring changes in the interference fringe obtained at the output, small

changes in the position of the diaphragm can be determined.

It can be shown that the displacement, d, of a diaphragm of radius, a,

clamped rigidly along its circumference is, for d<a, proportional to the applied

differential pressure, SP and is given by

p4

d = 6Pa4 (1)
Et3

where t is the thickness of the diaphragm, E its modulus of elasticity, and S is

a constant depending on the load distribution applied to the diaphragm. With a
,1

uniform load distribution (uniform pressure) S = 0.15. For a pressure probe of

radius, a = 0.5 mm, and a diaphragm thickness, t = 30 pm, the above equation

yields a sensitivity (with E in units of N/m2)

6d : 3.10- 1/E m/Pa (2)SPFor E -3.108 Nm2, the displacement sensitivity is

.d _ I nm/Pa (3)

In the Michelson interferometer configuration this gives rise to an optical

phase shift per unit change in pressure, Ao, of

Al = 4 SP rad/Pa. (4)

For a HeNe laser source, \ = 633 nm and

AO = 0.02 rad/Pa. (5)

The minimum detectable phase shift, AOmin, in a single mode fiber
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interferometer, is typically - 10-6 rad/Hzl/ 2 over the range 10 Hz to 100

kHz. This phase shift detection sensitivity corresponds to a minimum pressure

detectability of

- 5 1/2
SPmin - 5.10 Pa/Hz (6)

i.e. - 50 pPa/Hz I / .

For application in bioloqical systems, it is crucial that the dynamic ranqe of

the sensor be sufficient to allow small (i.e., - mPa) variations in pressure to

be detected above a quasi-static background level of - 104 Pa (z 100 mm Hg).

This background pressure produces a large displacement of the diaphragm and

determines the minimum proximity of the fiber end and the diaphragm. In order to

maintain a linear dependence between applied pressure and optical phase shift,

the displacement due to the background pressure should satisfy dmax(<a. For the

dimensions of the probe proposed here, the diaphragm displacement at a pressure

of 104 Pa is 1 10 pm, which adequately satisfies the above condition.

The fundamental resonant frequency of this device is dependent primarily on

the mass of and the tension in the diaphragm. Typically, a device could be

tailored to provide a flat response up to a frequency of 1 10 kHz with a

fundamental resonance in the 20-50 kHz region.

1.2. Coil Sensor

In this sensor pressure induces directly optical path length variations in

a single mode fiber which are directed by using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

Below the analysis is given first and then the experimental results.

1.2.1. Pressure Sensitivity of Optical Fibers (Analysis)

The pressure sensitivity of the optical phase in a fiber is defined as

Ao/oAP, where .w is the shift in the phase ) due to a pressure change AP. If a
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given pressure change AP results in a fiber core axial strain cz and radial

strain Er, it can be shown that

2
F_. = n (P + PI ) C + P E (7)S z- 2 11 12 r PI)2

Here, P11 and P12 are the elastooptic or Pockels coefficients of the core,

and n is the refractive index of the core. The first term in Eq. (7) is the

part of o¢/ AP which is due to the fiber length change, while the second and

third terms are the parts due to the refractive-index modulation of the core,

which is related to the photoelastic effect1 .

In order to calculate the sensitivity as given in (7), the strains in the

core cz and E r must be related to the properties of the fiber layers.

The polar stresses r , 
0e, and az in the fiber are related to the

strains Er, E 0 , and EZ as follows2.

i \i + i k i  \i .

+ 1

z z

where i is the layer index (0 for the core, 1 for the cladding, etc.), and \i

and Vi are the Lame parameters2 which are related to Younq's modulus Ei and

Poisson's ratio v1 as follows:

k i viE i  1Ai Ei

(I + I - 2v,  2(I +

For a cylinder the strains con be obtained from th, L.me e@lu.i,_

U + ' .

4

i 'i +i = !i __Il .i = \i( 0
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where Ui/o, Ui/ 1, and Wi/o are constants to be determined. Since

the strains must be finite at the center of the core, UO1 = 0.

For a fiber with m layers the constants Uio, Uil, and Wio in

Eq. (4) are determined from the boundary conditions:

1 i+l
a I = 9 I (i = 0,1 ...... m - 1) (11)r r=r. r r=r.1 1

U = Ur +1 (i = . .. in - 1) , (12)
1 1

a I -P , (13)
r r=rf

m

im ai A.= -PA (14)
z 1 m1=0

: in . . (15)
z z z

where Uir (=f tirdr) is the radial displacement in the ith layer, and ri and Ai

are the radius and the cross-section area of the ith layer, respectively.

Equations (11) and (12) describe the radial stress and displacement continuity

across the boundaries of the layers. Equations (13) and (14) assume that the

applied pressure is hydrostatic. Equation (15) is the plane strain

approximation which ignores end effects. For long thin cylinders such as fibers

it introduces an error of less than 1 . Using the boundary conditions described

by Eqns. (11) and (12), the constants Uio, Uil , and Wio, are determined and or

and EOZ are calculated from Eq. (10). Then, from Eq. (7) the sensitivity o/oAF

can be found.

a. Low Frequency Regime (Hydrostatic)

In the low frequency r, qirne (up to several KHz's) the domirant strain is

the iL (Eq. (7)). In this I.o., frequency reqime where pressure is hydrostatic,
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for fibers with very thick coatings the pressure sensitivity is proportional to

the inverse of the bulk modulus of the outer hard polymeric coating 4 . In this

case high sensitivities are obtained with low bulk modulus coatings. For fibers

with more typical coating thicknesses, the sensitivity becomes a more

complicated function of the elastic moduli. In this case the waveguide

experiences anisotropic strains and knowledge of two independent elastic moduli

is required to predict the acoustic sensitivity. In fibers with thin coatings,

the glass part of the fiber becomes important and it will resist to the stresses

generated in the coating due to -the applied acoustic field. Then, the relevant

question is what ratio of these stresses will propagate to the fiber core to

modulate the phase. This fraction is governed by the Young's modulus of the

coating: the higher the Young's modulus the higher is that ratio 4 . As the

thickness of the coating increases, higher stress fraction communicates to the

core and the bulk modulus becomes increasingly more dominant parameter.

In conclusion, for typical fibers, high sensitivity is obtained with

polymeric coatings having low bulk and high Young's moduli, which increases as

the coating thickness increases4 .

b. High Frequency Regime (Axially Constrained).

For high frequency acoustic fields, initial effects do not permit a net.

axial strain contribution over the sensing fiber. The length of the fiber is

frozen and the acoustic sensitivity is due entirely to the refractive index

modulation. In this case, the fiber sensitivity is governed entirely by the

radial strain term, Er, since Ez = o (Eq. (7)). In this high frequency reqime

where the Young's modulus is not expected to play an imLnirtant role K= L),

the bulk and, to a smaller degree, the shear moduli jre the parameters which

govern the acoustic sensitivity: the smaller the bulk and shear moduli, the

6
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higher the sensitivity 5 . However, contrary to the hydrostatic case, only

moderate increase in sensitivity can be obtained by a proper coating selection.

1.3. Acoustic Response of Fiber Optic Coil Sensor (Experimental)

Different fiber optic sensor designs were studied having cylindrical

configurations with constant and varying radius. The final fiber optic sensing

element (Fig. A.2) consisted of a planar fiber coil (length of fiber 0.92m)

mounted on a nylon annulus of 0.1588 cm thickness, 0.6 cm i.d., and 2.05 cm o.d.

The inside fiber loop had a 0.6 cm diameter and the outside loop a 1.85 cm

diameter. The fiber was a 0.17 NA single mode fiber consisted of a 80 gm o.d

glass, a 200 pm o.d. silicone, and a 350 pm o.d. nylon. The experimental

apparatus used to measure the acoustic response of the fiber coil sensor is

shown in Fig. A.3. A single mode He-Ne laser was used as a source, the light

beam was coupled into the sensing and reference fibers, and the two beams were

finally then recombined and detected by a photomultiplier whose output was read

by a spectrum analyzer. The fiber coil sensor was immersed into a 43 cm x 45 cm

x 10 cm (height) tank filled with water. The acoustic field was generated by

PZT transducers which were placed 10 cm away from the fiber coil. Very close to

the fiber coil a small LC-5 probe was used to monitor the acoustic pressure of

the PZT transducer. Three PZT transducers were used having peak output at 0.5

MHz, 1 MHz, and 2.25 MHz to study the acoustic response of the fiber coil sensor

from 150 KHz to 3.7 MHz. Figs. A.4 and A.5 show the acoustic response of the

fiber coil and the response of the LC-5 (smoother, curve). Since the response of

LC-5 is not flat for frequencies higher than 200 KHz (Fig. A.6), a PVF 2 probe

with flat frequency response was used to calibrate the LC-5 at high frequencies

(Fig. A.7). From this calibration and the responses of the fiber coil and LC-5

(Figs. A.4 and A.5) the acoustic response of the fiter coil sensor was obtained

7



and it is shown in Fig. A.8. In Fig. A.8 it is also indicated the analytically

obtained sensitivity using Eq. 7. The response of the fiber coil is not flat,

contrary to the analytical predictions, indicating the existence of a broad

resonance peak at lower frequencies. The small peaks at - 0.8 MHz and - 2.4 MHz

are due to the X/2 and 3/2 resonances of the nylon backinq disk.

Pulse response. The response of the fiber coil sensor was also studied

using the 0.5 MHz PZT transducer which was excited using a pulse generator (Fig.

A.9). The pulse was generated by a 8013B Hewlett Packard pulse generator used

together with a 3310B Hewlett-Packard function generator whose output was

amplified by a RF (EIN 240 L model) power amplifier which drove the 0.5 MHz

transducer. The acoustic response was the expected one (Fig. A.9), and no low

frequency ringing was observed in these experiments.

2. Temperature Sensor

2.1. Introduction

Optical fiber sensors offer unique advantages over conventional sensors for

the measurement of temperature in a variety of applications where the sensor is

subjected to high RFI/EMI or is operated in hazardous environments.

Consequently, a number of sensor types have been developed in recent years-for

use in biomedical and industrial applications. In the former case, the EMI

imnunity and bio-compatibility of optical fiber sensors make them ideal

candidates for temperature monitoring in cancer treatment by RF or microwave

radiation induced hyperthermia. In the industrial area, fiber optic sensors

can be used to monitor temperature in chemical plants, furnaces, nuclear

reactors, etc.

In general, fiber optic temperature sensors can be classified as either

intrinsic or extrinsic. In intrinsic sensors types, the 'sensing element' is



formed by the optical fiber itself. Several sensors have been developed which

fall into this category; for example, using a thermosensitive cladding [6,71,

using a Michelson or Fabry-Perot Interferometer [8,91, or by doping the fiber

core using a rare earth element [101. Extrinsic sensors on the other hand, use

the optical fiber merely as a 'light-pipe' to convey optical power to and from

an external 'sensing element' which modulates the transmitted or reflected

light. In this case, the external sensing element can be formed using

phosphors, birefringent crystals, semiconductors, liquid crystals, thermochromic

materials, etc., which modulate either the fluorescence intensity decay, direct

intensity, or wavelength (or wavelength distribution, i.e., color) of the

returned light with changing temperature.

The advantaqes/disadvantages of each of these techniques vary depending on

the exact sensing mechanism. For example, some offer extremely high resolution

but are not absolute, whereas others may offer high accuracy over a small range.

In each case, however, a finite thermal response time is involved which arises

due to the time required for either the fiber or external sensing material to

equilibriate with the surrounding temperature. This is very dependent on the

exact. design of the sensor, but is typically in the range of 10 ms to several

hundred ms.

Direct optical probing of the medium of interest usinq optical fiber offers

a means of overcoming this thermal time constant effect inherent to most other

fiber-optic temperature sensors. Temperature sensing by direct optical proting

of a medium is based on detecting the change in refrictive index of a material

with temperature. As the refractive index of a medium ,i:,r1es , the cpt c.i1

reflection coefficient at the interfAce between the tK .r t,, ic.l., r: 3a1 r I

the medium changes accordingi to the Fresnel reelec:t ion rmla 11

9
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Temperature variations can thus be monitored by measuring the fractional

intensity of light reflected from such an interface. In the particular case of

pure water in study here, this effect is reasonably strong (dn/dT - 10-4 C-2 in

the reqion 25-30 'C, see Figure A.10) and can be used to provide direct

mcnitorinq of transient temperature changes in a sample. Due to the technical

difficulty in obtaining stable reflection over a long time period, however, the

technique is not suitable for absolute temperature monitoring.

Two basic 'direct optical-probing' approaches to monitor temperature

induced changes in refractive index can be used based on a) Near Total Internal

Reflection (NTIR) or b) Normal Incidence Reflection (NIR). Sensor designs based

on these methods are described in the following sections.

2.2. Near total-internal-reflection (NTIR) temperature sensor.

The optical fiber NTIR temperature sensor is a simple, direct interaction,

optical probe in which the 'effective reflectance' of the probe tip is

monitored as a function of the temperature of the medium external to the fiber.

A high reflection coefficient at the sensing end of the fiber is achieved by

polishing the fiber close to, but less than, the critical angle for the

fiber-external medium interface. As shown in the diagram of Fig. A.11.a, a

second fiber end-face cut with a reflecting coatinq is also required to reflect

the light from the NTIR interface back towards the fiber core (via a second NTIR

interface reflection). The intensity of light. returned along the fiber can be

monitored using a fiber directional coupler, and referenced directly to the

source intensity, as shown in Fig. A.11.b. The sensitivity of the technique

depends strongly on how well the device can be 'biased,' which is determined ),

the angular precision with which the fiber end face can be cut and pvlished.

The Fresnel reflectivity curve for an interface between quartz (n 1.54) 3nd

10
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pure water (Fig. A.12) at a wavelength of - 0.6 pm, is shown by the solid line

in Fig. A.13. The reflection coefficient is given by [111

tan(Oi-r)"
r = tan(i~ r) (A)

where oi and Or are the angles of incidence (defined by the interface anqle)

and refraction, with Or given by

= sin- __2o sin . (B)
r in I

and no and ne are the refractive indices of the silica and water. In Figure

A.13 the curve depicts the reflectivity of a plane interface at an angle of

incidence of 59.5, which corresponds to the critical angle for the quartz-water

interface at a temperature of 39.5 'C (ne = 1.330). With a dn/dT for pure water

of approximately -10-4oC-l (Fig. 2.1) the reflectivity of the interface is found

to decrease when the temperature drops below the temperature, Tc, at which

total internal reflection is first attained. It can be seen that the

sensitivity of the technique becomes arbitrarily large when the 'critical

temperature' Tc, is approached; however, due to the nonlinear response, the

range over which a high sensitivity can be achieved is limited. At temperatures

significantly lower than the Tc a near constant, but substantially reduced

sensitivity may be obtained over an appreciable temperature range.

The open circles and broken curve in Figure A.13 shows the experimentally

observed change in reflectance of a quartz-water interface with decreasinq

temperature. The smearing of the response curve near the critical temperature

is due to the finite divergence of the HeNe laser beam used in the determinatic n

.A. ii
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of the interface reflectance. The sensitivity displayed by this curve varies

between 1*C -1 at - 25C to - 3%°C -1 at 35°C.

In the fiber NTIR probe shown in Figure A.11.a two NTIR interface

reflections are involved (i.e., effective probe reflectivity, R = r2 ), thus

doubling the intrinsic sensitivity of the technique. Theoretical response

curves for a fused silica fiber water interface are shown in Figure A.14 for

two fiber end face angles; (a) -66.23 and (b) 66.00 (measured relative to a

normal (perpendicular) end face). Here it can be seen that the sensitivity

depends strongly on the bias angle (fiber end face), and two basic modes of

operation are possible which give rise to either a high sensitivity with a low

working range, or a lower sensitivity with a larger range. Two such ranges are

depicted in Figure A.14. In region A, a linear range of - 20'C can be achieved

with sensitivity (dR/dT) of - 0.25%/°C, whereas in region B, an approximately

linear response can be obtained from - 50 to 55°C with a sensitivity of - 3%/°C.

As the two curves represent the response functions for end face angles separated

by - 15 min of arc, it is clear that a high degree of angular precision would be

required to implement this approach. This requirement is a major drawback of

the NTIR probe design.

2.3. Normal Interface Reflection (NIR) Temperature Sensor

In order to avoid the necessity for accurately polishing the fiber end

face, a simpler probe design based on the change in reflectance at a normal

incidence interface (Figure A.15) was investiqated. In this case, the end face

reflectivity is defined simply by the well known Frensel equations for normal

%: ' incidence, i.e.,

I n +n e
o e

',a -v w - - .,, v , .. . --: . - -. .- - , -. - - . ..• , - - . - -, ..2%



The theoretical response curve for a fused silica-water interface is shown in

Figure A.16, where it can be seen that the absolute reflectance is much lower

(- 0.2%). A significant increase in reflectance with temperature is obtained,

however, over the range shown. The figure of merit which allows the

responsivity of the NIR and NTIR approaches to be compared is

I dRS = d (D)
r R dT

which defines the fractional change in returned power/unit change in

temperature. Comparing Figures A.14 and A.16 it can be seen that the normalized

responsivity is only a factor x6 reduced for the NIR approach (at - 25°C) over

that obtained with a NTIR probe biased at 66.00 (Sr = 3.10-3°C -1 and

2.10-2°C -1, respectively). Considering the fact that the NIR approach does

not involve a precisely angled polish of the fiber end face, this reduction in

responsivity is not a major disadvantage, and the simplicity of the approach is

attractive. Figure A.17 shows the variation in dR/dT for this probe design and

indicates that the responsivity increases steadily with temperature, doubling in

magnitude over the range 15 to 55°C.

Figure A.18 shows the measured change in optical power reflected from a

normally cleaved fiber end immersed in water, as a function of temperature

(measured using a thermocouple). The curves display a more linear relationship

than would be expected from Figure A.16, which can be explained in part by the

weaker temperature dependence of the fiber refractive index (- 10 ppm/°C in

this temperature range) which is ignored in Figures A.16 and A.17, but can be

expected to reduce the responsivity at higher temperatures. Figure A.19

shows a calibration of the probe responsivity in the range 25°C -4 30'C. This

calibration was performed by measuring the returned power from a NIR probe

13



switched between two water samples at close but different temperatures. The

measured calibration is

R25 3 0 ~ .0066 0.195 (± .01% , (E)25-300C 3.4

which is in excellent agreement with the value predicted from Figure A.16.

2.4. Alternative Probe Design

One major drawback of direct optical probing technique discussed here is

the sensor specificity. This can be overcome by coating the NTIR or NIR

interface with a suitable material to produce a non-specific probe. We have

studied this approach and identified co-polymer coatings which could be

utilized. The NTIR and NIR probe designs would then be as shown in Figure A.20.

An example of a suitable coating is Teflon, which exhibits a (dn/dT) of

coefficient of approximately 60% that of water in the temperature range -250C.

Further work is required to identify other materials with higiher (dn/dT)

coefficients to increase the sensor responsivity. and to test the feasibility of

bonding such materials to the filter end face.

2.5. Discussion

By comparison of the theoretical response curves for the NTIR and NIR

probes shown in Figures A.14 and A.16 respectively, it can be seen that for a

certain input optical power the returned nower level from the NTIR probe should

be approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that from the NIR design.

Based on shot noise limited performance alone, this means that the NTIR

resolution would be higher than that achievable using the NIR approach.

Typical estimates for the shot noise performance are; as follows:

i) NTIR: Assuming a moderate normalized responsivity (Region A in

14



Figure A.14) of - 2.10-2°C-1/°C (R - 20%), and a probe power of - 100 pW, the

shot noise limited S/N at the detector is - 4.10 6/,Hz which gives rise to a

temperature equivalent noise.

NTIR ______ c~n
ATI -' 6 °Cl"Hz

Shot Noise 2.10 - 4.10

1.3 10- 5 oC/VHz

or 0.4 m'C in a /kHz b.w.

ii) NIR: Again, assuming a probe power of 1 100 VW, a bias

reflectance of - 0.2% and a normalized responsivity of ~ 3.10-3°C -1 , the

S/N due to shot-noise at the detector is - 4.105, which gives a temperature

equivalent noise

NIR

ATI N. 1 5OC/Hz
Shot Noise 3.10- 4.10 5

- 0.8 mOC/VHz

or

25 m'C in a 1kHz b.w.

From these calculations, the NTIR approach is significantly more

attractive due to its higher resolution. In practice, however, it was found to

be difficult to achieve high reflectivity with a polished NTIR probe. This was

attributed to optical loss factors which are either inherent to the probe

design, or arise due to certain practical limitations of the grinding/polishinq

apparatus used. These limitations are discussed below:

a) Intrinsic loss.

In the NTIR probe design of Figure A.11.b, the image of the fiber core

15



formed in the three-stage reflection (NTIR interface-mirror surface-NTIR

interface) is separated from the core by approximately one half to a full radius

of the fiber, depending on the exact geometry used. This separation of the core

and its image can give rise to up to - 3dB loss in optical power f121.

b) Angular misalignment.

Due to the large effective separation of the core and its image angular

misalignment becomes a critical factor in the performance of the probe. In the

NTIR design, two flats have to be polished, which each have to be aligned in two

planes. If the accuracy with which the flats can be polished is - ± 0.50 then

the net angular error can be as great as ± 20 (considering the three reflections

which occur). As the acceptance core of the fiber, which is defined by the

fiber numerical aperture (N.A. - 0.1 to 0.15 for most single-mode fibers) is ~

60. Clearly, a possible error of ± 20 can lead to a large excess loss factor,

and combined with the effective core separation, this angular misalignment can

lead to excess loss >10 dB (estimated by extrapolation of the results of Ref.

12). Consequently, the effective probe reflectance can be reduced by more than

an order of magnitude. This was observed in practice, as the maximum effective

NTIR probe reflectance achieved with the device in air (total internal

reflection) was - 4%. Consequently the maximum achievable shot noise

sensitivity would be a factor - 5 worse than that predicted above. As these

excess loss factors do not arise in the case of the NIR probe, the shot-noise

limited temperature detection sensitivity achievable in practice would be only a

factor less than 10 lower for the NIR approach compared to the NTIR.

Considering the technical problems associated with the construction of the

NTIR probe, and the excess loss factors discussed above, we opted to base the

prototype sensor on the NIR design.
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3. Summary

This section has discussed the various approaches investigated for the

development of miniature fiber-optic pressure and temperature sensors high

frequency operation.

Testing of prototype pressure and temperature sensors at Walter Reed is

reported in Section B. Details of the deliverable sensor units are given in

Section C.

SECTION B

Testing of sensor prototypes at Walter Reed.

1. Pressure Sensor.

The spiral fiber acoustic sensor element described in Section A (Fig. A.2)

was incorporated into a Mach-Zehnder (M.Z.) interferometer and configured to

monitor pulsed-microwave induced pressure transients in d water chamber

situated on a microwave waveguide, as shown in Figure B.I. The laser diode

used in these experiments was an Ortel single lonqitudinal mode 820 nm laser,

and photodetection was accomplished usinq a hiqh-speed EG&G Si pin

diode/amplifier hybrid detector. The M.Z. interferometer was unbalanced 3

cm) such that the operatinq position of the system or, the x).ire output

interference frinqe could be adjusted to p'.vide 1;-,, i, i Ltji respcrL s (s

Figure B.2.). At this operatinq point, , , , r .. , [ . t1

in the interferometer are, to qco d rpr o* 't, ! 'lf.r ., j

intensity variation at the JeteKr.

Figure 8.3. shows the -i., i ' ' ,, ., j. , .'.. , .. ..

optic sensor when the wItt, ' ,.

of 10 Vis duration. Thrve ,: W?'!' ... .. .

(a) a step (offset) in thi - .. .

17
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period of several hundred milliseconds), (b) an oscillatory component at - 33

KHz, and a secondary and weaker oscillatory component at - 5 KHz. These

components in the detected interferometer output intensity correspond to:

a) a step change in the pressure or temperature of the water sample (the

probe as presently configured is also sensitive to temperature). The sharp

change in mean level (Q100 ps) indicates that the effect is not due to heating

of the water, but probably direct microwave heating of the fibers.

b) a high frequency ringing in the pressure due to an acoustic standing

way between the vertical walls of the tube induced by the transient pressure

change.

c) a lower frequency and weaker ringing in the pressure resulting from a

vertical resonant mode of the sample chamber.

Figure B.4. shows the result obtained when the vertical walls of the

chamber were lined with an open cell foam to suppress sidewall reflections.

The output again consists of three main components, but the hiqh frequency

ringing is strongly damped.

The peak to peak phase shifts in the results of figures B.3. and B.4.

correspond to - I rad and translate into pressure chanqes of - 8 milli Pa, p-p

(~ .08 Vbar).

2. Temperature Sensor

The set-up used to test the prototype NIR temperature sensor is shown in

Figure B.5. The SLD source was operated in a current and temperature

stabilized mode to reduce output intensity fluctuations. Liqht returned from

the normally-cleaved fiber er'd was directed onto an Si Lhotodetector u irg a

(j re tion,11 coupler, amplified ,.f inr a differential j, l itier (to rem ,ve the

large background intensity) j .J 1 jjjvZed 'rs i n,4 a Nicu et Siqnal Averager
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(Walter Reed). The sensitivity of the sensor was set to 1V/°C ± 5% at -25*C and

was checked by immersing the probe in calibrated water baths at 25°C and 30°C.

Figures B.6. and B.7. show the results of direct pulsed microwave induced

heating transients in a water sample monitored using the fiber probe. In

Figure B.6. the temperature transient observed in the sample over the initial

400 ms is shown. The measurement time constant here is 2.5 ms., and the

temperature step is seen to occur within the response time of the detection

electronics. The step in output voltage (mean to mean) was 0.176 V,

corresponding to a temperature rise of 0.176 ± .01C. The standard deviation on

the noise (effective rms) is equivalent to 0.027°C, or 0.003'C (3 milli°C)

normalized to a I Hz b.w. This result is in close agreement to the shot-noise

level of - 1 milli°C, predicted in Section A(2.5.). The excess noise is

attributed to detector thermal noise and amplifier noise. It should be noted

that the step change in Fiqure 8.6. corresponds to a light level change at the

photodetector of only - 25 pW. This is an extremely small increase, and a

very large amplification (- 2 .1010;) was required to provide signal levels

sufficient to interface with the Walter Reed Data Acquisition Equipment.

Excess amplifier noise is, therefore, not surprisinq, and less extreme output

scale factor requirements (i.e., 10 mV/°C) would probably reduce the noise

component due to amplification. Figure B.7. shows the monitored temperature

rise over a period of approximately 7 seconds after the microwave pulse

irradiation of the water sample. Here the measurement time constant is 100 ms,

and the step change in temperature calculated from the IV/°C sensor scale

factor is 0.18'C, in aqreement with Figure B.6. The time constant of the

temperature decay, which is governed by heat loss due to thermal

conductivity/convection is - 5 seconds.
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SECTION C

Delivered Sensor Units

1. Pressure Sensor

Figure C.1 shows a schematic block diagram of the miniature fiber-optic

pressure sensor. The source, detector and demodulation electronics are housed

in a line-powered module which provides an output scale factor of IV/radian.

The fiber Mach-Zehnder pressure sensor with the spiral sensing element is

connected to the signal processing module via two fiber leads.

Figure C.2 shows a schematic of the demodulation electronics. To achieve

high frequency operation, the system is maintained at quadrature using direct

feedback to the laser emission frequency, and phase shift information is

extracted directly from the photodetector output. In order to achieve a

constant scale factor, a pilot tone calibration technique is incorporated which

allows the scale factor of the demodulator to be set before each measurement.

The system frequency response is 10 Hz - MHz with a dynamic range of 105.

Full details of the operation, calibration of the miniature fiber-optic

pressure sensor will accompany the delivered unit (scheduled for fall '87).

2. Temperature Sensor.

2.1. Description

A schematic block diagram of the optical fiber NIT temperature sensor is

shown in Figure C3. The unit employs a General Optronics GO-DIP 3000 super

radiant diode as the optical source. This device has a short coherence lenqth

(broadband, see Figure C.4.), and is capable of providing up to 500 Pw of

optical output power into a single mode optical fiber piqtjil. The source is

operated in a current and temperatture stabilized mode usir! external control

circuitry. Injection current for the desire is derived from an external,

20
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rechargeable Ni-Cd battery supply. Light from the source is coupled to a 2x2

fiber directional coupler (Arr)henol Corp.), which splits the liqht into two

fiber legs. One of these is terminated using an optical mode sink to avoid back

reflections, and the other is spliced onto an approximately 20 m length of

'lead' fiber. The end of this fiber lead is the NIR sensory probe. Light

reflected back from the probe passes back through the directional coupler to an

Si photodetector. The resulting photocurrent is amplified using a

transimpedance amplifier. The large background level is then removed using a

differential amplifier so that small changes in the reflected intensity due to

temperature changes at the NIR can be amplified and monitored. The final stage

of amplification provides an adjustable gain which allows the sensor

scale-factor to be set. The present system is designed to operate with a

scale-factor of 100 mV/°C.

The effectiveness of the SLO intensity stabilization circuitry in

compensating for source output fluctuations is shown ion Figure C.5. Here,

trace (a) shows the sensor output over a period of - 25 seconds without SLD

stabilization. The drift in the output corresponds to - 4°C/min. With

intensity stabilization, shown by trace (b), the output is stable over the

recording period. Figure C.6. shows the drift recorded over a period of 2 mins.

It can be seen that the maximum duration is approximately - 0.1C over this

time.

2.2 Sensor specifications and calibration

The following, with reference to Fiqures C.7. through C.10, outlines the

power requirements, operation and calibration of the NIR temperature sensor.

21
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2.2.1. Power Requirements:

(i) ± 15 V DC GND regulated supply; input 18

- source; external power supply.

(ii) - 5 V DC Super-luminescent diode (SLD) supply; input 2B.

- source; SLD power supply/recharger module.

(iii) + 20 V DC Detector battery charginq input; input 8B,

- source; SLD power supply/recharqer module. (Note this input draws

current only when the sensor module is OFF, and the switch (7B)

is in the charqe position).

2.2.2. Outputs:

i) Meter output, 3B: Voltmeter ranqes

SLD; lmV 1mA

Cooler; ImV imA

Therm.; Nominally 1V

Cal. set; 2V max

Output; 100 mV/°C (calibrated)

o ; Internal battery test

1V OK

< 1V recharge.

(ii) Sensor output 4B: System output - IOOmV/°C 10"'. Calibrated.

2.2.3. Operating Procedure:

(i) Power on (1) (LED indicator); check internal batteries; set. meter

select to o. Reading ) IV indicates batteries sufficiently charged.

(ii) Detector dark current/amplifier offset null; with calibration (3)

set to normal and the qain control (9) set to max (fully C:.W.) set.

meter select (7) to Cal. set, and adjust offset (10) to give meter

22



reading of zero mV.

(iii) SLD Operation;

With meter select (7) set to SLD, switch SLD power (2) on

(indicator). The SLD status LED (6) indicator should be green.

Using the coarse SLD current controller (4), adjust the meter

reading to - 150 mV (= 150 mA), and use the fine controller (4) to

increase the current to - 160 mA. At around 160 mA (- 2mA) the SLD

status LED should turn red - at this transition point switch the SLD

intensity stabilization (3) on (indicator). The SLD status LED

should extinquish, indicating the SLD current is within the

stabilization range.

Note: The cooler status LED (6) should remain green. The system

should not be operated if the cooler status LED remains red for

periods on excess of 5 seconds.

(iv) Probe Preparation;

Set the meter select (7) to Cal. set, and calibration (8) to

aircalibration. Using a razor blade or fiber Jacket stripper,

remove - 2 to 3 cm of nylon jacket from the fiber probe end. Using

acetone, remove the soft primary coatinq from the fiber and cleave

the fiber using the universal cleavinq tool provided.

Monitor the meter reading; a reading ) 1V indicates a fiber cleave

of sufficient quality to conduct measurements. Note, the readinq

should be quite stable - a fluctuating reading most likely indicates

a contaminated probe end (i.e. dust, debris). This can Asujll.

overcome by rising the probe end face in acetore.

If a meter readinq IV is not achieved reeat the ,2 eavirnq

-S.

C.'
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*procedure.

(v) Calibration;

Assuming a meter reading > IV was achieved from the probe

preparation, imnerse the probe in the water sample, switch the

calibration (8) mode to normal and adjust the gain (9) to give a

reading of 200 mV (if this cannot be achieved repeat fiber
4 .

preparation procedure). With the probe in water and the meter

adjusted to 200 mV, adjust offset (10) to null the meter reading.

Switch meter select (7) to output and readjust offset to give - OV.

Output responsivity is then set for lOOmV/C ± 10% in the 250 to

30'C range.

(vi) Check system;

'a SLD current - 160 mA ± 5 mA.

Cooler current - < 250 mA.

Thermistor - 9.5 to 10.5 Volts.

2.2.4. LD Power supply/recharger module.

Front Panel:

Mode select (IC): Off, Normal, Charge.

Battery charging indicators, internal (2C), external (3C).

Spec if ications

Outputs.

mw (i) SLO output (4C): - 5V OC @ IA max.

- Caution severe damage may result if this output is

short circuited.

24
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(i i) External Ni-Cd Battery charger output (SC): + 26 V DC

@ 25 mA.

Input.

(i) 120 V AC line input (6C),switched (7C) and fuse protected (8C).

25
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FIGURE CAPTIONS - Section A

Figure A.1: Miniature diaphragm pressure sensor

a. Probe head;

b. Fiber interferometer configuration.

Figure A.2: Fiber optic coil sensor: Sensing element

Figure A.3: Experimental setup for interferometric measurement

Figure A.4: Acoustic response of fiber coil sensor and LC-5

Figure A.5: Acoustic response of fiber coil sensor and LC-5

Figure A.6: Frequency response of LC-5

Figure A.7: Frequency callibration of LC-5

Figure A.8: Acoustic sensitivity of fiber optic coil sensor

Figure A.9: Pulse response of fiber optic coil sensor

Figure A.10: Dependence of the refractive index of pure water on temperature

(k=0.6 m)

Figure A.11: Near total-internal reflection (NTIR) temperature sensor

Figure A.12: Reflection and refraction at an interface close to the critical

angle

Figure A.13: Response curves for a single NTIR interface

Figure A.14: Theoretical response curves for the NTIR probe shown in Figure

A.11 for two interface angles

Figure A.15: Normal incidence reflection (NIR) temperature sensor

configuration

Figure A.16: Theoretical curve showing NIR probe reflectance vs. temperature

Figure A.17: Change in NIR probe reflectivity vs. temperature

Figure A.18: Experimentally observed change in reflect~ed intensity from a NIP

probe immersed in water as a function of temperature (coolinq)
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Figure A.19: Calibration of NIR probe reflectance in water at temperatures of

26.20 C and 29.6 0C. (Note with probe in air reflectance increase

x 20)

Figure A.20: Alternative NTIR and NIR probe designs based on a coated

interface
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF LC-5
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FIGURE CAPTIONS - Section B

Figure B.1: Pulsed microwave setup used to test the fiber-optic pressure

sensor (Walter Reed)

Fiqure B.2: Interferometric output showing phase-to-intensity conversion at

linear point on transfer function

Fiqure B.3: Recorded sensor output due to pulsed microwave induced pressure

transients in water sample

Fiqure B.4: Output observed with sample cell walls lined with acoustically

absorbing foam (note stronq attenuation of high frequency rinqinq

component c.f. Fig. B.3)

Figure B.5: Pulsed microwave setup used to test the NIR fiber-optic

temperature sensor

Figure B.6: Transient temperature response due to a 10 Vs, 50 kw peak

microwave pulse incident on water sample (note change in

temperature - 0.18'C, response time determined by electronics

Figure B.7: Temperature sensor response over 8 sec. Microwave pulse at

t = 1 sec, AT = 0.18°C

.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS - Section C

Figure C.1: Layout of the prototype fiber-optic Mach-Zehnder interferometer

pressure sensor for delivery to Walter Reed

Figure C.2: Block diagram showing the demodulation electronics used in the

pressure sensor

Figure C.3: Schematic of the NIR temperature sensor and electronics

Figure C.A: Typical spectrum of the type of SLD used to power the NIR

temperature sensor (note wide bandwidth reduces interfering

coherence effects in the intensity based sensor

Figure C.5: NIR temperature sensor output drift without (a) and with (b)

source intensity stabilization

Figure C.6: Sensor output stability over a Z min period

Figure C.7: Fiber optic NIR temperature sensor: front panel

Figure C.8: Fiber optic NIR temperature sensor: rear panel

Figure C.9: SLD power supply: front panel

Figure C.10: SLD power supply: rear panel
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